
6/16/77 

Dear Elaine (whose 6/7 is much more interesting than Ill's note about laves later call), 

I've been assaulting the accumulation of a mere 5 days since I got home last evening, 
save whenl sifted dosed off, and there remain some personal letters and perhaps 8-10 
official owes on FOIL. Not yet touched. Plus a nice note from Bean Eagan. 

Now what I teally enjoy, especiallewhea as now I'm pooped, is encouraging -word about 
kids of greet yobential, which you and Jim and M4y have. AD from their eemnatitice to their 
music I thank E. When the Lesar eunderkind sets ont a cup for me and recognizes me on TV 
I'm more pleased that when 1  get a withheld record, 

We can kid ourselves all we want bat where it really is is were these groat kids 
will be in the future. Up the wonderful kids! 

Of course I'm pleased that there are perceived velues in what Rave took back with him. 
I cannot estimate either the zompletemeas or the value of the nine cases you should have 
by now. Thep is mare and it is beginning to dribble out. If I have not sent it I have a 
few Silver Shirt pages from DJ Celeiral rivision. Jim eve I both have copies. I think I 
nudged the 'BI on this. And when I was seeking something else after "ave left I found the 
grand jury transcript in this case, Not complete but the pert theAassistant DeitedeSeates 
Attorney trusted me with for my protection in the futureeror it the devout Irish atholio 
could have been disbarred. After all these years, with the clear recollections I have of 
how rough a period that was (eased a bit by Lil as Nate Bari), this remains a source of 
some gratification to me. Naturally I did not betray his trust. After a later career as 
war-crimes prosecuter. 	in Tokyo he went to his reward. Meanwhile it sight not be a bad idea 
if Dave were to learn whether the university can accept an unpublibbed gxandejure tramscipt 
or whether I'd betterLhave faith in Jenifer and entrust it to her father. Ii don't need it. 
It is an original carbon. 

These were many mere of those booklets of Pelley's than the -'BI returned. And other 
records. With what we've received from the Criminal Division I've caught the FBI in a rather 
large lie. They claim they gave all to the criminals and 1  have the ''riniinals' memo on the 
return. If I do not know what it does or can mean in this property-oriented society all 
that was net returned was ee personal, pritate property. Dave will remember my encouraging 
him to write to Jack: Spivack, to whom I gave copies he used ins an article in a minor 
publication, perhepo ew basses. Which I'm sure the 'ibraryeof ‘;ongrese has. 

How big the Aemoray Hole. But I'm reaching into it. 

Today Jim told MO of having been phoned by the hardest-hatted of the lard-headed 
FBI FOIL agents on one of mynold FOIL requests. By this I do mean to include that my 
most recent request, of perhaps 25+, is much older than their claimed backlog. There is 
none of this I want for person/0 or literary purposee. You'll get it all. 

Glad for Dave but sorry for me that out Chinese restaurant was shifting its location 
where we went to the calorie-laden local Italian restaurant. 	with weight problem, 
also enjoyed it. age. 

My trip to Dallas was tiriag, more because of the zany lay caper,which meant that for 
the press there was no clock. It was also quite satisfying, as I thiae enclosures will show. 
So was the trip to rood Morning Amerioa (which I've addressed as A.k. A"erica) on ABC-TV. 
If it did any good this is really to JLis credit because I'd turned it dawn until the 
local Dallas ABC people leaned ore me, which led me to seek and follow Mils advice. 

Dave no understabd what it can mean that I returned with prints of two unknown 
Tom Dillard mints of $om Dillard's unknown negatives of thendamage to the curbstone. 
He rib longer has the negative of the one Bhaneyfelt tined. His explanation is,that 
probably the #federales" did not return it. Dave may also wonder that nigh aynesworth 
wrote not unfavorably ( if not entirely aoceratlely) about me. He did, really, try to help 

Beat to you 411 


